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DETAILED ACTION 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

1..      The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the 

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless - 

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on 
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States. 

2. Claims 1-5 and 9 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being clearly anticipated by 

Spiller, US Patent 6,047,122 (herein referred to as Spiller). 

3. Referring to claim 1, Spiller has taught a method for a processor, having a register file 

comprising a plurality of registers (The processor, element 200, contains a register file where 

data operands from the control network interface are transmitted and stored. Elements 855, 860, 

and 863 also comprise the register file.) and a broadcast specifier corresponding to the register 

file, (Elements 850, 851, and 852 contain the broadcast specifiers. See Figure 7B-2A), to 

selectively broadcast via a coprocessor communication bus, write transactions to said register file 

(column 45, line 27-column 59, line 42, Data is selectively transmitted to processor 200 based on 

elements 850, 851, and 852, through registers 855, 860, and 863.), the method comprising: 

a. receiving an operand to be written to said register file (Operands to be written to 

the processor are received by the FIFO's, elements 833-835, and elements 855, 860 and 

863 .); 

b. selecting one of said plurality of registers in said register file (column 45, line 27- 

column 59, line 42); 
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c. providing to said register file said operand to be written to said register file 

(column 45, line 27-column 59, line 42, Data is provided to elements 855, 860 and 863 

and then written to the processor register file.); and 

d. selectively providing via said coprocessor communication bus said operand to be 

written in said register file based on the broadcast specifier (855, 860 and 863), wherein 

said operand is provided to said coprocessor communication bus when the broadcast 

specifier indicates that broadcasting is enabled and said operand is not provided to said 

coprocessor communication bus when the broadcast specifier indicates that broadcasting 

is not enabled (column 45, line 27-column 59, line 42, The broadcast specifiers enable an 

operand to be provided to the register file of the processor, through a coprocessor 

communication bus, by asserting a POP signal. The broadcast specifiers do not allow an 

operand to be provided to the register file of the processor, through a coprocessor 

communication bus, by inhibiting a POP signal from being enabled.). 

4. Referring to claim 2, Spiller has taught the method of claim 1, as described above, and 

wherein the broadcast specifier comprises a set of broadcast indicators, each broadcast indicator 

within the set of broadcast indicators corresponding to one of the plurality of registers (Elements 

850, 851, and 852 comprise the set of broadcast indicators. Element 850 corresponds to 

elements 834 and 855. Element 851 corresponds to elements 833 and 860. Element 852 

corresponds to elements 835 and 863.). 

5. Referring to claim 3, Spiller has taught the method of claim 2, as described above, and 

wherein selectively providing via said coprocessor communication bus said operand to be written 

in said register file is based on the broadcast indicator corresponding to the selected one of said 
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plurality of registers in said register file (column 45, line 27-column 59, line 42, The broadcast 

specifiers enable an operand to be provided to the register file of the processor, through a 

coprocessor communication bus, by asserting a POP signal. The broadcast specifiers do not 

allow an operand to be provided to the register file of the processor, through a coprocessor 

communication bus, by inhibiting a POP signal from being enabled.). 

6. Referring to claim 4, Spiller has taught the method of claim 1, as described above, and 

wherein the broadcast specifier is one of a plurality of broadcast specifiers within the processor, 

each of the plurality of broadcast specifiers corresponding to at least one broadcast region of the 

processor (Element 850 corresponds to broadcast region 834, element 851 corresponds to 

broadcast region 833, and element 852 corresponds to broadcast region 835.). 

7. Referring to claim 5, Spiller has taught a the method of claim 4, as described above, and 

further comprising: 

a.       selectively providing, via said coprocessor communication bus, a region indicator 

corresponding to a current broadcast region of a current write transaction (column 45, 

line 27-column 59, line 42, "SBC", "BC" and "COM" indicate the broadcast regions.). 

8. Referring to claim 9, Spiller has taught a method for a processor, having a register file 

comprising a plurality of registers (The processor, element 200, contains a register file where 

data operands from the control network interface are transmitted and stored. Elements 855, 860, 

and 863 also comprise the register file.), to selectively broadcast via a coprocessor 

communication bus, write transactions to said register file (column 45, line 27-column 59, line 

42, Data is selectively transmitted to processor 200 based on elements 850, 851, and 852, 

through registers 855, 860, and 863.), the method comprising: 
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a. receiving an operand to be written to said register file (Operands to be written to 

the processor are received by the FIFO's, elements 833-835, and elements 855, 860 and 

863 .); 

b. selecting one of said plurality of registers in said register file (column 45, line 27- 

column 59, line 42); 

c. providing to said register file said operand to be written to said register file 

(column 45, line 27-column 59, line 42, Data is provided to elements 855, 860 and 863 

and then written to the processor register file.); and selectively 

d. providing via said coprocessor communication bus said operand to be written in 

said register file based on a current execution region of said processor (column 45, line 

27-column 59, line 42, elements 833-835 , "SBC", "BC" and "COM" indicate the 

execution regions.), wherein selectively providing comprises: 

i.       determining whether broadcast is enabled for the current execution region, 

and if broadcast is enabled for the current execution region, providing said 

operand via said coprocessor communication bus, and if broadcast is not enabled 

for the current execution region, not providing said operand via said coprocessor 

communication bus (column 45, line 27-column 59, line 42, Elements 850, 851, 

and 852 determine whether broadcast is enabled for the current execution region. 

If broadcast is enabled for the current execution region, then an operand is 

provided to the register file of the processor, through a coprocessor 

communication bus, by asserting a POP signal for the current execution region. If 
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broadcast is not enabled for the current execution region, then a POP signal for 

the current execution region is not asserted.)- 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

9. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a)        A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth 
in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are 
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person 
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the 
manner in which the invention was made. 

10. Claims 10 and 13-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Nelson et al., US Patent 6,138,185 (herein referred to as Nelson). 

11. Referring to claim 10, Nelson has taught a processor, comprising: 

a. a plurality of registers (In storage systems and workstations as described in the 

reasoning below.); 

b. circuitry for performing a write operation to one of the plurality of registers 

(Figure 6, column 1, lines 10-30 and lines 42-54, column 3, lines 36-46, column 4, lines 

17-30); 

c. conductors for providing an operand for the write operation to said one of the 

plurality of registers (Figure 6, column 1, lines 10-30 and lines 42-54, column 3, lines 36- 

46, column 4, lines 17-30); 

d. a set of broadcast specifiers, each broadcast specifier within the set of broadcast 

specifiers comprising a set of broadcast indicators wherein each broadcast indicator 

corresponds to a register of the plurality of registers and indicates whether or not a write 

to the corresponding register is to be broadcasted (column 8, line 25-column9, line 19, 
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Each group is associated with a separate entry, element 601. Element 601 contains a 

plurality of enable bits, or broadcast indicators. The broadcast indicators determine 

whether to broadcast to the corresponding destination locations.); 

e. compare circuitry for comparing the one of the plurality of registers and a 

corresponding broadcast indicator within a selected one of the broadcast specifiers and 

for providing a broadcast enable signal, wherein the broadcast enable signal enables 

broadcasting when the corresponding broadcast indicator indicates broadcasting for the 

one of the plurality of registers and the broadcast signal does not enable broadcasting 

when the corresponding broadcast indicator does not indicate broadcasting for the one of 

the plurality of registers (column 8, line 25-column9, line 19, The group definition bits, 

i.e. element 602, and the enable bits, element 601, are compared to determine which bits 

in a particular group are to be broadcasted.); and 

f. a port coupled to the compare circuitry for communicating with a coprocessor 

communication bus, said port comprising at least one coprocessor communication bus 

signal for providing said operand when said broadcast enable signal enables broadcasting 

and not providing said operand when said broadcast enable signal does not enable 

broadcasting (column 8, line 25-column9, line 19, Data operands are broadcast when they 

are in the group, defined by element 602, and when they are enabled by element 601.). 

g. Nelson has not specifically taught a plurality of registers. However, Nelson has 

taught that the switch of Figure 2 interconnects data for point-to-point communications 

between servers, storage systems, workstations, switches, and hubs. (Column 1, lines 10- 

17, and lines 42-55.). However, using registers to store operand data is well known in 
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storage systems and in processors in workstations for high speed access to the data. 

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to have the storage of data in Nelson, be stored in registers, for the 

desirable purpose of high speed access to the data operands. 

12. Referring to claim 13, Nelson has taught the processor of claim 10, as described above, 

and further comprising: 

a.      a program counter unit, for indicating address locations; and a broadcast region 

control unit, coupled to the program counter unit, for indicating when the indicated 

address location from the program counter unit falls within one of a set of broadcast 

regions (column 8, line 25-column9, line 19, Figure 4, An address D0-D7 is indicated 

being between OxFO and OxFF.). 

13. Referring to claim 14, Nelson has taught the processor of claim 13, as described above, 

and wherein the port further comprises at least one coprocessor communication bus signal 

indicating a current broadcast region from the set of broadcast regions when the indicated 

address location falls within one of the set of broadcast regions (Figure 4, element 205b, column 

8, line 25-column9, line 19, Broadcast regions are OxFO to OxFF.). 

14. Referring to claim 15, Nelson has taught the processor of claim 13, as described above, 

and wherein the broadcast region control unit comprises a plurality of region storage devices, 

wherein each broadcast region within the set of broadcast regions has a corresponding region 

storage device (Figure 6, column 8, line 25-column9, line 19). 

15. Referring to claim 16, Nelson has taught the processor of claim 15, as described above, 

and wherein each region storage device comprises an upper bound storage device and a lower 
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bound storage device to define each broadcast region (column 8, line 25-column 9, line 19, Bit 

mask 602 defines each broadcast region, which includes a lower bound and an upper bound 

storage device to define each region.). 

16. Referring to claim 17, Nelson has taught the processor of claim 15, as described above, 

and wherein each region storage device comprises a base location storage device and a mask 

storage device to define each broadcast region (column 8, line 25-column 9, line 19, Figure 6). 

17. Referring to claim 18, Nelson has taught a processor, comprising: 

a. a plurality of registers (In storage systems and workstations as described in the 

reasoning below.); 

b. circuitry for performing a write operation to one of the plurality of registers 

(Figure 6, column 1, lines 10-30 and lines 42-54, column 3, lines 36-46, column 4, lines 

17-30), 

c. conductors for providing an operand for the write operation to said one of the 

plurality of registers (Figure 6, column 1, lines 10-30 and lines 42-54, column 3, lines 36- 

46, column 4, lines 17-30); 

d. a program counter unit for indicating address locations; an execution region 

control unit, coupled to the program counter unit, for indicating when the indicated 

address location from the program counter unit falls within one of a set of execution 

regions (column 8, line 25-column9, line 19, Figure 4, An address D0-D7 is indicated 

being between OxFO and OxFF.), each execution region indicating a range of instruction 

addresses (Each region indicates a range of instruction addresses to broadcast to based on 

group members and the enable bits.), and 
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e.      a port, coupled to the execution region control unit, for communicating with a 

coprocessor communication bus, said port comprising at least one coprocessor 

communication bus signal indicating a current execution region from the set of execution 

regions when the indicated address location falls within one of the set of execution 

regions (Figure 4, element 205b, column 8, line 25-column9, line 19, Broadcast regions 

are OxFO to OxFF.). 

18. Nelson has not specifically taught a plurality of registers. However, Nelson has taught 

that the switch of Figure 2 interconnects data for point-to-point communications between 

servers, storage systems, workstations, switches, and hubs. (Column 1, lines 10-17, and lines 42- 

55.). However, using registers to store operand data is well known in storage systems and in 

processors in workstations for high speed access to the data. Therefore it would have been 

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have the storage 

of data in Nelson, be stored in registers, for the desirable purpose of high speed access to the data 

operands. 

19. Referring to claim 19, Nelson has taught the processor of claim 18, as described above, 

and wherein said port further comprises: 

a.      at least one coprocessor communication bus signal for selectively providing said 

operand to be written to said one of the plurality of registers during said write operation 

based on the current execution region (column 8, line 25-column 9, line 19, connect 

requests). 

20. Referring to claim 20, Nelson has taught the processor of claim 18, as described above, 

and wherein the execution region control unit comprises a plurality of region storage devices, 
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wherein in each execution region within the set of execution regions has a corresponding region 

storage device for defining the execution region (Figure 6, column 8, line 25-column 9, line 19). 

Response to Arguments 

21. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-5, 9, 10, and 13-20 have been considered 

but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection. 

Conclusion 

22. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this 

Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a). 

Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

23. A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO 

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after 

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period 

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event, 

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this 

final action. 

24. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Tonia L. Meonske whose telephone number is (571) 272-4170. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday, with every other Friday off. 
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25. If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Eddie P. Chan can be reached on (571) 272-4162. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

26. Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent 

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications 

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished 

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR 

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR 

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). 
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